Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Short tandem repeat (STR) typing is performed to obtain individualizing evidence of human biological evidentiary traces for court-going purposes. In the past decade, many technological developments have resulted in more sensitive DNA profiling \[[@CR2]--[@CR12]\]. With that, it has become possible to analyze minute amounts of DNA. Notwithstanding the increased sensitivity of DNA analysis, most samples with very low amounts of DNA result in incomplete STR profiles. Often, these profiles show low template (LT) amplification artifacts like allele drop-out, allele drop-in, increased stutter peaks, and severe peak imbalance. Moreover, evidential biological stains may contain cell material of several individuals. DNA mixtures complicate STR typing and profile interpretation, especially when there are unequal contributions of DNA from the various individuals. For these unequal DNA mixtures, the use of methods that sensitize STR typing meets with serious constraints as increased cycling or higher injection settings result in overamplified or overloaded STR profiles. The corresponding profiles are even more complex to interpret when DNA of three or more individuals is present, when sporadic contamination occurs, or when relatives are involved \[[@CR13]--[@CR15]\]. To establish profile interpretation, one can infer the genotype(s) by a consensus method \[[@CR1], [@CR5], [@CR16], [@CR17]\]. In Benschop et al. \[[@CR1]\], we examined several consensus methods that varied for the number of PCR amplifications and the requested level of reproducibility. We reported that the most accurate consensus method is "*n*/2," which corresponds to reporting the alleles that appear in half of the replicates (rounded up). In addition, this approach provided most optimal results when performing DNA database searches. We found three of four replicates the most advantageous *n* for the *n*/2 consensus method \[[@CR1]\].

Caragine and co-workers \[[@CR16]\] used a more conservative approach as additional criteria were set to the consensus approach; besides detection in at least two of three replicates, the peak heights of the alleles in the individual profiles need to stay within specified ratios and need to be present in a pooled sample \[[@CR16]\]. A pooled sample, or pool profile, is generated by blending independently amplified PCR products (obtained from the same DNA extract) and injecting this blend on a capillary electrophoresis (CE) instrument \[[@CR16]\]. While consensus profiles focus on reproduced allele calls and only contain qualitative information, pool profiles also contain quantitative information meaning the heights and areas of the peaks. Peak heights (or areas) are useful for mixture deconvolution, although peak heights often show imbalance when typing LT samples. According to Caragine et al., pool profiles contain improved peak height ratios (PHRs) compared to individual amplifications \[[@CR16]\]. We infer that these pool profiles may be more expedient for mixture interpretation than profiles obtained from individual amplifications.

In this study, we compared the performance of the *n*/2 consensus profiles to the pool profiles for two sets of complex mixtures with LT components, using three and four Next Generation Multiplex (NGM) amplifications. We investigated the performance of *n*/2 consensus profiles, pool profiles and the individual profiles. Regarding the pool profiles, we realize that the implementation might be difficult in practice, especially when the independent amplifications are completed at different moments in time. To overcome this issue, we also generated *virtual* pool profiles. A virtual pool profile is based on the allele calls and their peak heights in a set of fully analyzed individual amplifications: when the average peak height reaches the detection threshold, alleles are assigned to a virtual pool profile. Comparisons of the different types of profiles in this study (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) included: (1) the percentage of detected donor alleles and (2) the number and position of drop-in alleles. Thirdly, we inferred the number of contributors in the mixtures using three different methods: the maximum allele count, the maximum likelihood estimator, and the GeneMapper ID-X mixture analysis tool. All three methods are applicable to mixtures that result in complete and partial profiles, although the precision of all methods decreases when more drop-outs occur. As a fourth aspect, we estimated the mixture proportion, when appropriate (depending on type of mixture and type of profile). Finally, we explored to what extent consensus and pool profiles can be combined to facilitate the interpretation of complex LT DNA mixtures. Determining the evidential value by creating hypothesis-based calculations was not included in this study.Fig. 1The various types of profiles used in this study when based on four independent amplifications per DNA extract, namely: individual profiles, real pool profile, virtual pool profile, consensus profile (*n* = 4 *x* = 2), and composite profile

Material and methods {#Sec2}
====================

DNA samples {#Sec3}
-----------

The DNA samples consisted of commercially available pristine DNAs, DNAs extracted from buccal swabs (donated by four brothers with informed consent), and extracts from mimicked strangulation experiments. Three different pristine DNAs were used (all Applied Biosystems™ (AB), Nieuwerkerk aan den IJssel, The Netherlands), namely hDNA (200 ng/μl) that is the DNA standard in the Quantifiler Human kit, 9947A (10 ng/μl), which is the negative control of the Y-Filer kit, and DNA007 (0.1 ng/μl), which is the positive control of e.g. the NGM kit. For each pristine DNA we use a single batch. The four mimicked strangulation samples (the hands of donor A rubbed on the arm of donor B) were obtained from two different male--female couples after informed consent \[[@CR18]\].

DNA was extracted using the QIAamp mini kit as described by the manufacturer (Qiagen, Venlo, The Netherlands) with minor adjustments for the buccal swabs (elution in 25% AE instead of 100% AE). The NGM genotypes of all donors involved in the experiments were known.

DNA quantification {#Sec4}
------------------

Pristine and buccal DNA extracts were quantified on a RT7900HT apparatus using the Quantifiler Human kit as described by the manufacturer (AB). DNA extracts were diluted to 300, 150, 30, and 6 pg/μl, respectively, and quantified again to confirm the DNA concentration. The mock casework mixtures were not quantified as these were known to contain low amounts of DNA (samplings of contact traces on skin).

Mixture ratios {#Sec5}
--------------

Two-, three- and four-person mixtures were made from pristine DNAs of unrelated individuals and from DNA extracts from buccal swabs of related individuals. For minor components, we used 30 pg of DNA per contributor. For major contributors, five or ten times higher contributions were added (150 or 300 pg, respectively). In addition, to mimic sporadic contamination, we admixed 6 pg (one diploid cell equivalent) of an unrelated contributor to some of the mixtures. In total, 37 different mixtures were generated (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Overview of the 37 mixtures made from pristine DNA and/or DNA extracted from buccal swabs. In the mixture ratio column, 1, 5 and 10 correspond to 30 pg, 150 pg, and 300 pg, respectively. "+" represents a sporadic contamination of 6 pg of DNA. For all, but one, mixture types two samples were prepared, by using DNA of other contributors or by switching the major and minor component(s). The percentage of alleles shared between all donors (homozygotes counted as two) is presented per mixtureRelatedness in mixtureNumber of contributorsMixture ratioRelatedness of mixture componentsPercentage of shared allelesMixture 1 (%)Mixture 2 (%)Unrelated (U)21:1U:U41382+1:1+U:U:U565331:1:1U:U:U565341:1:1:1U:U:U:U636225:1U:U41382+5:1+U:U:U565335:1:1U:U:U565345:1:1:1U:U:U:U6362210:1U:U41382+10:1+U:U:U5653310:1:1U:U:U5653410:1:1:1U:U:U:U6362Related (R, brothers)21:1R:R597725:1R:R5977210:1R:R597735:1:1U:R:R61--35:1:1R:R:U685935:1:1R:R:R848445:1:1:1R:R:R:U7777Total number of mixtures37

Next generation multiplex PCR {#Sec6}
-----------------------------

Each DNA mixture was amplified in fourfold using the Next Generation Multiplex (NGM) kit (AB) at 29 cycles as recommended by the manufacturer. We used the same NGM batch within a set of amplifications---one NGM batch for pristine DNA mixtures (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) and one batch for mimicked strangulation mixtures. For the mimicked strangulation mixtures, two different inputs (4 and 10 μl) of DNA extract were used. The negative control consisted of 10 μl dH~2~O and the positive control of 3 μl (300 pg) DNA007. All amplifications were performed on the same 9700 PCR apparatus (AB).

Capillary electrophoresis {#Sec7}
-------------------------

All PCR products were run on the same ABI3130xl CE instrument. Pools were prepared by mixing equal amounts of three or four independent PCR amplifications obtained from the same DNA extract. CE mixtures contained 8.7 μl HiDi Formamide, 0.3 μl LIZ500, and 1 μl of individual or blended PCR products or 1 μl of NGM allelic ladder. CE injection settings were 3 kV 15 s for all individual and pooled PCR products. PCR products from mock casework mixtures were also subjected to higher CE injection settings (9 kV 10 s).

STR profile analysis {#Sec8}
--------------------

STR profiles were analyzed using GeneMapper ID-X version 1.1.1 software (AB). The analysis was performed using a detection threshold of 50 relative fluorescence units (rfu). We applied back stutter (−1 repeat unit) ratios specific for each locus as recommended by the manufacturer (AB). Forward stutter (+1 repeat unit) ratios were applied as determined during the in-house validation of the NGM kit (D22S1045, 7.36%; other loci, 2.5%).

Consensus profiles {#Sec9}
------------------

Consensus profiles were made by the LCstat software ([http://www.liacs.nl/∼hmeiland/projects/lcstat/](http://www.liacs.nl/∼hmeiland/projects/lcstat/)), which uses the exported GeneMapper data. Alleles detected in at least half (rounded up) of the amplifications were assigned to the "*n*/2" consensus profile. Consensus profiles from three and four PCR amplifications were denoted *n* = 3 *x* = 2 and *n* = 4 *x* = 2, respectively \[[@CR1]\]. In these designations, *n* represents the number of PCR amplifications and *x* represents the requested level of reproducibility of the alleles across the amplifications.

Virtual pool profiles {#Sec10}
---------------------

As the implementation of pool profiles may be difficult in practice, particularly when the replicates are produced with several weeks or even months time difference, we generated virtual pool profiles. For each locus, the peak heights of the detected alleles are averaged across the three and four replicates, and only the alleles with an average peak height above or equal to the detection threshold (50 rfu) are reported. An example of generating virtual pool profiles is shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Example of allele calls in virtual pool profiles generated from amplifications one to fourAllele call (rfu)1011151618Amplification 11008020030055Amplification 2ndnd150150ndAmplification 3150nd300200ndAmplification 4100120100450ndAverage peak height885018827514Allele calls in virtual pool10111516--*nd* allele not detected: not present or below the detection threshold of 50 rfu

Mixture analysis: number of contributors {#Sec11}
----------------------------------------

Estimating the number of individuals that contributed to a DNA mixture is relevant in mixture deconvolution and in the calculation of likelihood ratios \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\]. In this study, we carried out estimations of the number of contributors in order to investigate the relative performance of individual, consensus, and pool profiles. We used three methods for this inference: (1) the allele counting method, also referred to as maximum allele count (MAC) \[[@CR21]\]; (2) the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE, carried out using the Forensim package for the R statistical software) \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\] and (3) the GeneMapper ID-X mixture analysis tool (GMID-X).

The allele counting method simply relies on counting the maximum number of alleles observed throughout all loci: the locus showing the maximum number of different alleles determines the estimate for the number of contributors. For example, if the maximum number of different alleles observed at any locus of the profile is two, then the MAC yields an estimate of one for the number of contributors. If at most three or four alleles are observed, then the MAC gives an estimate of two.

Unlike allele counting, the MLE method makes explicit use of allele frequencies for the target population. The MLE method searches for the number of contributors that maximizes the probability of the data conditioned on the number of contributors. The MLE estimations are carried out using a population database for which we used the allele frequencies obtained from 2,085 randomly sampled Dutch individuals that were analyzed with various STR typing kits (Titia Sijen and Peter de Knijff, under preparation).

The GMID-X module relies both on allele counting and peak height information, and the underlying model is based on Gill et al. \[[@CR24]\] (GeneMapper ID-X version 1.1.1, User's Manual, AB). While the number of alleles per locus can be used to indicate the minimum number of contributors, the peak heights may point to an additional contributor in case of severe peak unbalance. Peak unbalance is measured by the peak height ratio, and the accepted peak balance for different ranges of the peak heights is used as input parameters for the mixture module. The mixture analysis parameters that we used for GMID-X analysis are based on single-source profiles produced during the in-house validation of the NGM kit. The mixture interpretation threshold was set at 50 rfu, and the PHR thresholds were as follows: PHR = 0.60 for rfu range 50 to 400, PHR = 0.67 for rfu range 401 to 1,000, and PHR = 0.86 for rfu range 1,001 to 8,000. With GMID-X, a sample is considered to originate from one contributor if no or just one locus contains at most three allele calls and no loci fail the set PHR thresholds. A sample is considered a potential mixture of two contributors if two or more loci contain three or more allele calls, with the maximum number of alleles not exceeding four or in case of two-peak loci failing the PHR thresholds. A sample is considered to contain a minimum of three contributors if there are more than four called alleles at any locus (GeneMapper ID-X version 1.1.1, User's Manual, AB). GMID-X does not differentiate above three contributors. GMID-X runs GeneMapper profiles and is therefore applicable to individual profiles and pool profiles only, while MAC and MLE can be applied to consensus profiles as well. Although previous studies showed that the precision of the estimations decreases when allelic drop-out occurs \[[@CR23]\], and that the true number of contributors to an evidentiary trace is never known with absolute certainty \[[@CR15]\], we used incomplete profiles to carry out the estimations of the number of contributors as these are often obtained in casework analysis. We used different methods, different profile types, and various LT samples, as it is informative when assessing the relative performance of the methods and profile types.

Mixture analysis: ratio observed vs. expected peak height {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------------------------

A calculation based on observed peak heights was used to compare the ratio observed to expected peak heights of the pool and individual profiles. Only two-person mixtures were analyzed. Importantly, the genotypes of the contributors are known. The peak height (PH; rfu) of each allele is divided by the expected PH of that allele. Examples of the calculated expected PH and the ratio observed to expected PH are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. The effects of alleles residing at stutter position were not taken into account; we did not apply a correction for the stutter portion that may have accompanied an allele. Allele drop-ins were not taken into consideration either.Table 3Four examples (A--D) of calculated ratios of observed PH to expected PH for the donor alleles at a given locusAGenotype 30-pg contributor 1910CGenotype 300-pg contributor1416Genotype 30-pg contributor 2811Genotype 30-pg contributor1619Expected contribution1:1:1:1Expected contribution10:11:1Observed PH (rfu)55825584Observed PH (rfu)1,2041,290105Sum of PHs276Sum of PHs2,599Expected PH^a^69696969Expected PH^b^1,1811,300118Ratio observed PH/expected PH0.801.190.801.22Ratio observed PH/expected PH1.020.990.89BGenotype 300-pg contributor910DGenotype 150-pg contributor22Genotype 30-pg contributor811Genotype 30-pg contributor2023Expected contribution1:10:10:1Expected contribution1:10:1Observed PH (rfu)1991,0981,213195Observed PH (rfu)nd1,19365Sum of PHs2,705Sum of PHs1,258Expected PH^b^1231,2301,230123Expected PH^c^1051,048105Ratio observed PH/expected PH1.620.890.991.59Ratio observed PH/expected PH0.001.140.62*nd* allele not detected using a detection threshold of 50 rfu^a^(Sum of PHs/4) × expected contribution^b^(Sum of PHs/22) × expected contribution^c^(Sum of PHs/12) × expected contribution

Mixture analysis: mixture proportion {#Sec13}
------------------------------------

The mixture proportion was estimated with GMID-X that uses peak height information for this feature as based on Gill et al. \[[@CR24]\]. The tool can only be applied to mixtures assigned to have two contributors. The software gives the average minor contributor mixture proportion (*M*~x~) for each sample which is calculated from four-peak and three-peak loci that have passed the PHR thresholds. Loci that fail the PHR threshold or loci that contain one or two peaks are excluded from the estimation (GeneMapper ID-X version 1.1.1, User's Manual, AB).

Results and discussion {#Sec14}
======================

Comparing the performance of consensus and pool profiles {#Sec15}
--------------------------------------------------------

### Percentage of detected alleles and number of drop-in alleles {#Sec16}

For 37 mixtures (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), four independent amplifications (individual profiles) were obtained. For the 300-pg components, full NGM profiles were obtained in all amplifications. For the 150-pg components, most profiles (33 of the 37) were complete, and only four amplifications showed one or two drop-out alleles. Full profiles were never observed for the 30-pg components. From these individual profiles, consensus profiles (both *n* = 3 *x* = 2 and *n* = 4 *x* = 2), real pool profiles (by blending three or four PCR mixtures), and virtual pool profiles (from averaging the results of three or four amplifications) were generated (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We studied the 30-pg LT contributors in the various types of profiles by determining the percentage of detected non-shared alleles. In concordance with earlier findings \[[@CR1]\], the lowest percentage of detected alleles is obtained for individual profiles (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). The use of four independent amplifications for generating a consensus or pool profile results in a higher percentage of detected alleles compared to three amplifications. These findings hold irrespective of the variables that reside within our set of complex mixtures (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) such as different mixture proportions, different numbers of contributors, or related or unrelated donors (data not shown). Virtual pool profiles show a lower percentage of detected alleles than real pool profiles. This result can be explained by the procedure by which these profiles are obtained (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}); for virtual pool profiles, the analyzed GeneMapper profiles are used, while real pool profiles are based on the mixed PCR products. Consequently, peaks below the detection threshold (50 rfu for all types of profiles) are not taken into account in virtual pool profiles, while they do contribute to real pool profiles. The *n* = 4 *x* = 2 consensus profiles and real pool profiles of four amplifications show a similar average percentage of detected alleles (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). For 32 of the 37 mixtures, the consensus and pool profiles from the same mixture and the same number of amplifications contain differences for the actual allele calls as shown in the example in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The maximum number of different allele calls per mixture is 9 and the total number of different allele calls for the 32 mixtures is 121. Of these alleles, 56% (68 alleles) are detected in the consensus, but not in the corresponding pool profile, and 44% (53 alleles) are detected in the pool profile, but not in the corresponding consensus. These results show that consensus profiles obtained from complex LT mixtures contain true allele calls that might be absent in the accompanying pool profile and vice versa.Table 4Average percentages (and standard deviations) of detected non-shared alleles of the 30-pg contributor(s) in complex LT mixturesPercentage of detected alleles of the 30-pg contributor(s) (%)Individual profiles (*n* = 296)63 ± 213 amplifications4 amplificationsConsensus profiles *n*/2 (*n* = 74)64 ± 2278 ± 19Real pool profiles (*n* = 74)71 ± 2078 ± 18Virtual pool profiles (*n* = 74)62 ± 2365 ± 24Fig. 2Example of the differences observed in the alleles included in the *n* = 4 *x* = 2 consensus and the pool profile (blend of the four amplifications). For this three-person mixture, two differences are obtained for locus FGA: in the consensus allele 21 of minor 2 is missing and in the pool profile allele 22 of minor 2 is absent

Next to studying the detection of donor alleles, we assayed the number of drop-in alleles that occur in the various types of profiles. As expected \[[@CR1]\], individual profiles show the highest number of allele drop-ins (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). Most of these appear to be amplification artifacts common with LT amplification. The majority are located at the −1/+1 stutter position between two true alleles that differ two repeat units in length. None of the consensus profiles contained a drop-in allele, and only one drop-in was observed in the pool profiles (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). The infrequent occurrence of drop-in alleles in these 37 mixtures is most likely due to the use of pristine DNA \[[@CR1]\].Table 5Number and position of drop-in alleles observed in NGM profiles obtained from complex LT mixtures of pristine DNA. The virtual and real pool profiles that contain a drop-in allele are obtained from the same one mixtureNumber of profilesTotal number of drop-insDrop-in positionBack (−1 repeat unit)Forward (+1 repeat unit)Between true allelesUnrelatedIndividual profiles1481742101Consensus profiles7400000Real pool profiles742 ^1^0020Virtual pool profiles741 ^2^0010

For all further analyses described in this study, we selected the *n* = 4 *x* = 2 consensus profiles and the real pool profiles blended from four amplifications as these show higher percentages of detected alleles compared to the consensus/pool profiles generated from three amplifications and the virtual pools.

Mixture analysis {#Sec17}
----------------

### Determination of the number of contributors {#Sec18}

An important step in mixture deconvolution is assessment of the potential number of contributors \[[@CR14], [@CR15], [@CR21], [@CR25]\]. The number of alleles per locus, the ratios of the peak heights, and the occurrence of alleles in relation to their population frequencies are useful indicators \[[@CR20]\]. We applied different estimation methods to the individual profiles, consensus profiles (*n* = 4 *x* = 2), and pool profiles (blend of four) of the 37 mixtures (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The different methods comprise (1) counting the maximum number of alleles per locus (MAC), (2) using the MLE \[[@CR23]\], and (3) applying the GMID-X mixture analysis tool (not for consensus profiles). All three methods are developed for complete profiles. In this study, we carry out estimations of the number of contributors on partial profiles. Although the inference is likely to be less precise than for full profiles (with no missing data), we believe that the estimates provide useful information for a comparison between different profile types, and between the different methods employed to carry out the estimations. When comparing the three methods, correct estimations were more often obtained when using the MLE method; with MAC, 132 of 222 profiles have a correct estimation; with MLE, 135 of 222; and with GMID-X, 67 of 145 (the four-person mixtures are excluded here as GMID-X assigns these as ≥3 contributors; Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}). The slightly higher percentage of correctly estimated numbers of contributors when using MLE is probably because MLE accommodates allele sharing by taking into account the frequencies of the genotypes within a population \[[@CR23]\]. For only one individual profile, we obtained an overestimated number of contributors with all three methods (results not shown). This overestimation was due to allele drop-in. Underestimations were more frequently obtained (results not shown) which is probably due to the partial profiles that were obtained for the LT contributors. This occurs for predominantly three types of mixtures. The first type has a very low (6 pg) additional contributor which is more often missed than recognized with all three methods (GMID-X, MAC, and MLE, Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}). The extreme drop-out rate for this 6-pg contributor provokes the underestimation. The second type involves the mixtures of four contributors as these were designed to contain three or four LT components (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The third type comprises mixtures of three brothers, and the underestimations for these mixtures appear due to the genetic overlap between the donors. Since at most four alleles are present per locus, peak imbalance is the only indicator for a mixture of three relatives, and consequently, MAC an MLE will fail to recognize three contributors. GMID-X uses peak height information, but GMID-X did neither recognize that these mixtures have three contributors, which is probably due to the LT nature of the samples.Table 6Percentages of profiles with correct estimation of the number of contributors using MAC, MLE and GMID-X. a) Mixtures containing DNA of unrelated individuals. b) Mixtures containing DNA of two or three brothersANumber of contributors23 (of which one 6 pg)34NumberMAC (%)MLE (%)GMID-X (%)NumberMAC (%)MLE (%)GMID-X (%)NumberMAC (%)MLE (%)GMID-X (%)NumberMAC (%)MLE (%)GMID-X (%)Individual profiles*n* = 24969696*n* = 2433330*n* = 24676767*n* = 24813naConsensus (*n* = 4 *x* = 2)*n* = 6100100na^a^*n* = 63333na*n* = 68383na*n* = 65067naPool profiles (blend of four)*n* = 6100100100*n* = 633330*n* = 68310083*n* = 66767naBNumber of contributors2 (of which 2 brothers)3 (of which 2 brothers)3 (of which three brothers)4 (of which three brothers)NumberMAC (%)MLE (%)GMID-X (%)NumberMAC (%)MLE (%)GMID-X (%)NumberMAC (%)MLE (%)GMID-X (%)NumberMAC (%)MLE (%)GMIDX (%)Individual profiles*n* = 24100100100*n* = 12585858*n* = 8000*n* = 81313naConsensus (*n* = 4 *x* = 2)*n* = 6100100na*n* = 3100100na*n* = 200na*n* = 200naPool profiles (blend of 4)*n* = 6100100100*n* = 3100100100*n* = 2000*n* = 200na*A* mixtures containing DNA of unrelated individuals, *B* mixtures containing DNA of two or three brothers^a^Not applicable as GMID-X denotes four-contributor mixtures ≥3-contributor mixtures

These results show that better approximations of the number of contributors are obtained with consensus and pool profiles than with individual profiles, which may be due to the higher percentage of detected alleles for these profiles (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). MAC, MLE, and GMID-X can be used to estimate the number of contributors, albeit with reduced efficacy in case of a high number of drop-outs or related donors (high rate of allele sharing).

### Ratio observed vs. expected peak height {#Sec19}

In mixed STR profiles, peak heights can be used to estimate the mixture ratio and assign alleles to a major or minor contributor. With LT STR profiles, alleles often show peak height imbalance or peaks remain below the detection threshold. According to Caragine et al. \[[@CR16]\], the PHR is improved in pool profiles compared to individual profiles (since consensus profiles only contain allele calls PHR does not apply here). We examined the ratio observed to expected PH for the 30, 150, and 300-pg contributors' alleles in two-person mixtures. The pool profiles (blend of four) and the corresponding individual profiles were examined. As expected, the ratio improves (the ratio is closer to 1) with increasing DNA inputs (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, pool profiles show a better ratio observed to expected PH than individual profiles, although the ratio is still not perfect (a perfect ratio = 1).Fig. 3Ratio of observed PH to expected PH for the 30-, 150-, and 300-pg contributors' alleles in individual profiles and pool profiles (blend of four) obtained from two-person mixtures with ratios 1:1, 1:5, and 1:10. The perfect ratio of observed to expected PH is 1, which is indicated by a *horizontal line*

### Mixture proportion {#Sec20}

Mixture deconvolution is supported by information on the proportions that individuals have in the mixture. Improved estimations of the mixture proportion may be obtained with pool profiles as they contain an improved observed to expected PH ratio (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To examine this aspect, we applied the GMID-X mixture analysis tool to the pool profiles and individual profiles obtained from the two-person mixtures and compared the results. Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} shows that the true mixture proportion is well approached for mixtures with ratios 1:5 (30 to 150 pg) and 1:10 (30 to 300 pg) for both individual and pool profiles. A 1:1 ratio (30 to 30 pg) is estimated less well, probably because the DNA quantities of both contributors are low level, resulting in imbalanced peaks for both donors. Approximately similar mixture proportions are estimated for mixtures of related and unrelated individuals (data not shown), though the relatives have a higher percentage of shared alleles (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Apparently, estimations of the mixture proportion by GMID-X are (at least under the settings we used) not very sensitive to changes in the peak height ratios that occur when pool profiles of mixtures of relatives are used or when pool profiles instead of individual profiles are used.Table 7Average mixture proportions (*M*~x~) ± the standard deviations determined using the GMID-X mixture analysis tool for individual profiles and pool profiles (blend of four) from mixtures of two unrelated personsMixture ratioExpected *M*~x~Average *M*~x~ obtained by GMID-XIndividual profiles (*n* = 16)Pool profiles (*n* = 4)1:10.50.34 ± 0.080.38 ± 0.081:50.20.23 ± 0.050.17 ± 0.061:100.10.11 ± 0.040.08 ± 0.00

Performance of the consensus and the pool profiles obtained from mock casework mixtures {#Sec21}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

So far, we have compared the performance of the consensus to the pool profile approach on mixtures of pristine and diluted high template DNAs, with well-established amounts of DNA per contributor (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). These mixtures show very few drop-in alleles (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). In order to investigate situations that are more relevant to forensic casework, we also studied samplings from mimicked strangulation experiments \[[@CR18]\]. These contact traces are prone to contamination as both volunteers did not wash their hands prior to contact. To establish a mock casework set ranging from very LT to moderately LT samples, different inputs and settings were used: amplifications were carried out using both 4 and 10 μl of each DNA extract, and all amplifications were analyzed using both standard and sensitized CE injection settings. These mock casework samples show trends similar to the mixtures of pristine DNAs: an increase in the percentage of contributor's alleles and a decrease in the number of drop-in/additional alleles for consensus and pool profiles compared to individual profiles (Tables [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, and [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}). The pool profiles show slightly less drop-in alleles than the consensus profiles (Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}). As expected, a higher number of drop-in/additional alleles is observed for larger DNA inputs or upon sensitized analysis (Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} and Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In contrast to the results with the mixtures of pristine DNAs (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}), these drop-in alleles regularly occur at random positions (e.g., 23% of the drop-ins found in 10 μl increased CE individual profiles are at non-stutter positions, Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), suggesting the presence of sporadic contamination or additional low-level contributor(s) in these samplings.Table 8Results for mock casework mixtures (contact traces with two donors). Amplification was carried out using 4 μl and 10 μl of each DNA extract, and CE analysis was performed using standard and higher CE injection settings. The average percentages of detected alleles and the average numbers of drop-in alleles are shown per individual profile, consensus profile (*n* = 4 *x* = 2) and pool profile (blend of four)4-μl PCR input10-μl PCR inputStandard CEIncreased CEStandard CEIncreased CEPercentage of detected alleles (%)Number of drop-in alleles/profilePercentage of detected alleles (%)Number of drop-in alleles/profilePercentage of detected alleles (%)Number of drop-in alleles/profilePercentage of detected alleles (%)Number of drop-in alleles/profileIndividual profiles (*n* = 16)65 ± 110.5 ± 1.081 ± 92.9 ± 2.286 ± 92.1 ± 2.093 ± 65.1 ± 2.5Consensus profiles (*n* = 4)72 ± 130.0 ± 0.091 ± 61.8 ± 2.490 ± 81.8 ± 2.197 ± 45.0 ± 3.2Pool profiles (*n* = 4)67 ± 130.0 ± 0.087 ± 81.5 ± 1.790 ± 70.5 ± 1.096 ± 53.0 ± 2.9

As with the mixtures of pristine DNAs, the mock casework mixtures contain differences in the allele calls in the consensus and pool profiles. For the mixtures analyzed using standard CE settings (*n* = 8), the number of different allele calls varies from 1 to 9 per profile and reaches a total of 19; 15 alleles are observed in the consensus profile, but not in the accompanying pool profile, and four alleles are observed in the pool profile, but not in the accompanying consensus profile.

We estimated the number of contributors using MLE since this approach appeared to be the most informative with the pristine DNA mixtures (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}). As the mock casework mixtures were obtained after mimicked strangulation between two individuals, we expected to obtain estimations of at least two contributors, although sporadic contamination may provoke estimates of more than two contributors. One underestimation (just one contributor) was obtained for an individual profile; for all other profiles, the method estimated two or three contributors (Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}). Estimations of three contributors were obtained with profiles containing many extra alleles (such as the 10 μl inputs or after sensitized CE; Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Strategies to use consensus and/or pool profiles {#Sec22}
------------------------------------------------

For both the pristine DNA and the mock casework mixtures, differences occur for the specific alleles that are present in the consensus and pool profiles. This can be explained from the manner by which these profiles were generated (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}): consensus profiles include alleles that are reproducibly amplified above detection threshold; pool profiles contain alleles that have sufficient peak height for detection in a blend of independent amplifications. Consequently, peaks below detection threshold have a weigh in pool profiles, but not in the consensus approach. Both strategies appear to be sound approaches, which is confirmed by the similar detection rates and low drop-in levels for both methods (Tables [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, and [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}). Accordingly, combining the results of consensus and pool profiles may be advantageous. We examined several strategies that combine genotyping results of consensus and pool profiles. The most stringent approach requires that an allele is called in both the consensus and the pool profile. A more permissive combination is to include alleles detected in either the consensus or the pool profile. We compared these two combined approaches to various other strategies so that in total six approaches are compared: (1) individuals profiles, (2) the composite profile of all four amplifications (*n* = 4 *x* = 1), (3) the consensus profile (*n* = 4 *x* = 2), (4) the pool profile (blend of four), (5) both the consensus and the pool profile, and (6) either the consensus or the pool profile (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The least conservative strategy (strategy 2, the composite method) shows, as expected and presented in \[[@CR1]\], the highest percentage of detected alleles but also an unacceptable high number of drop-in alleles, especially for contact trace mixtures that are prone to have low level DNA contamination from other individuals (Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}). The most conservative strategy (strategy 5), in which alleles need to be confirmed in both the consensus and the pool profile, shows the lowest number of drop-in alleles but also a low percentage of detected alleles (Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}). Since the majority of consensus and pool profiles contain different alleles from the LT component(s), a combination of these profiles (strategy 6) results in a higher percentage of detected alleles than solely the consensus or pool profile (Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}). For all cases where a drop-in allele occurred in both the consensus and the pool profile for these mixtures, this was the same allele. Therefore, the number of drop-in alleles in the combined profile did not increase compared to only the consensus or only the pool profile. As a higher percentage of the contributors' alleles is detected when combining the consensus and the pool profile, a more accurate estimate on the number of contributors may be obtained. With either the consensus or the pool profile approach (strategy 6, Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}), 30 of the 37 mixtures of pristine DNAs were correctly estimated by MLE, while 28 were correctly estimated using MAC. This is an improvement over the results with only consensus or pool profiles (strategy 3 or 4, Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}): the numbers of correct estimations are 25 of 37 for consensus profiles with MAC, 26 of 37 for consensus profiles with MLE, 26 of 37 for pool profiles with MAC, and 27 of 37 for pool profiles with MLE (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}). These results imply that combining the consensus and pool profiles results can have added value.Table 9Average percentages of detected alleles (pristine DNAs, non-shared 30-pg contributor alleles; mock casework mixtures, alleles of both donors) and average numbers of drop-in alleles for six strategiesStrategyRequirement for allele assignment; allele detected in at least:Pristine DNA mixtures (*n* = 37)Mock casework mixtures3 kV 15 s CE (*n* = 8)^a^9 kV 10 s CE (*n* = 8)^a^Percentage of detected alleles (%)Number of drop-in allelesPercentage of detected alleles (%)Number of drop-in allelesPercentage of detected alleles (%)Number of drop-in alleles1Individual profile63 ± 210.11 ± 0.376 ± 151.3 ± 1.487 ± 104.0 ± 2.62Composite profile (*n* = 4 *x* = 1)95 ± 80.46 ± 0.792 ± 84.0 ± 3.798 ± 211.8 ± 5.33Consensus profile (*n* = 4 *x* = 2)78 ± 190.00 ± 0.081 ± 140.9 ± 1.694 ± 63.4 ± 3.14Pool profile (blend of four)78 ± 180.03 ± 0.279 ± 160.3 ± 0.792 ± 82.3 ± 2.45Consensus and pool profile72 ± 220.00 ± 0.078 ± 170.3 ± 0.791 ± 92.1 ± 2.46Consensus or pool profile83 ± 150.03 ± 0.283 ± 130.9 ± 1.695 ± 53.5 ± 3.1^a^Results of 4- and 10-μl input combined

Concluding remarks {#Sec23}
==================

In this study, we examined the suitability of the "*n*/2" consensus method for complex LT DNA mixtures amplified by the NGM kit and considered the use of pool profiles. From pristine DNAs, a set of LT mixtures was prepared that had up to four contributors, which were present in various ratios (1:1, 1:5, and 1:10), with different quantities (6, 30, 150, or 300 pg), and with and without DNA of related donors. In addition, we analyzed two-donor mock casework samples (contact traces) that appeared to contain sporadic contamination.

For these complex LT mixtures, similar results were obtained as with the LT samples described in \[[@CR1]\]: in *n*/2 consensus profiles, the percentages of detected alleles increase and the number of (stutter) drop-in alleles decreases compared to individual profiles. In addition, a consensus profile based on four amplifications is more informative than a consensus profile based on three amplifications, as on average 14% more of the alleles of a minor contributor are detected. Pool profiles were found to achieve a similar increase in the percentage of detected alleles as the consensus approach, especially when real pools (and not virtual pools) are made by blending four amplifications. Interestingly, the consensus and pool profiles can contain differences in the actual allele calls of a LT component. Therefore, an approach that includes alleles detected in either the consensus or the pool profile resulted in a higher percentage of detected alleles while, importantly, the number of drop-in alleles remained similar. Still, for contact trace samples, such as the mimicked strangulation mixtures used here \[[@CR18]\], additional alleles may arise as a result of sporadic contamination or an additional low-level contributor. As apparent from Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}, these extra alleles may end up in the deduced profile even when using a very conservative strategy (e.g., detection in both the consensus and the pool profile).

It is a common practice in many forensic laboratories to use a consensus approach to infer the genotypes from LT STR profiles. However, for this method only the qualitative data of an STR profile are used and only qualitative data will be available for further analyses. Hence, for consensus profiles, statistical approaches to weigh the DNA evidence that involve the use of quantitative data (e.g., peak height information) cannot be applied. Contrarily, pool profiles contain both qualitative and quantitative data. Pool profiles show improved peak height ratios compared to individual profiles \[[@CR16]\], and may therefore be preferred in statistical models dedicated to the interpretation of evidentiary traces. Three methods (MAC, MLE, and GMID-X) were tested to estimate the number of contributors in the mixtures, and the MLE method was found to be the most informative which may be due to the fact that MLE takes allele sharing into account by using population allele frequencies.

With this study, it becomes evident that both consensus and pool profiles (and combinations thereof) have value for the analysis of DNA evidence. What method is best applied depends (among others) on the workflow within a forensic laboratory, and Table [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"} provides an overview of the advantages and limitations of the various approaches.Table 10Overall characteristics of various types of profiles or combinations of profile typesType of profileLab procedureDetection of LT donor alleles (% for pristine DNA mixtures^a^)^b^Occurrence of drop-ins (\# for pristine DNA mixtures^a^)^b^Applicability of statistical toolsOverallIndividual profileSimple: 1 amplificationLowest (63%)Some (0.11/profile)AllLow % detected donor allelesComposite profileFrom independent amplifications. Only allele calls needed; simply created on paper/ExcelHighest increase (+32%)Increased (+0.35/profile)Limited^c^Increase in drop-in allelesReal pool profileMix the independent amplifications; PCRs preferably executed simultaneously; additional CE analysisIncreased (+15%)Decreased (−0.08/profile)AllInformative and suited for all tools but additional lab workVirtual pool profileData from independent amplifications. Two aspects needed: (1) allele calls, (2) peak heights; created on paper/ExcelSlightly increased (+2%)Decreased (−0.11/profile)Limited^c^Little information gainedConsensus profile (*n*/2)Data from independent amplifications. Only allele calls needed; simply created on paper/ExcelIncreased (+15%)Decreased (−0.11/profile)Limited^c^Informative, little additional workCombination: consensus and pool-profileBoth additional lab work and additional excel analyses neededIncreased (+9%)Decreased (−0.11/profile)Limited^c^Little information gained (very conservative) and laboriousCombination: consensus or pool profileBoth additional lab work and additional paper/Excel analyses neededHigher increase (+20%)Decreased (−0.08/profile)Limited^c^Informative but laborious^a^ Similar trends observed for mock casework mixtures^b^ The values found for individual profiles are taken as reference to determine increase or decrease^c^ MAC and MLE can be applied, while tools that make use of quantitative data (like GMID-X) cannot be applied
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